Introduction* In this paper, we establish some spectral inequalities involving the infima and suprema of functions as well as their equimeasurable rearrangements, and obtain as particular cases some rearrangement inequalities which turn out to be useful tools for the investigations of the permanents of non-negative matrices (see [4] and [5] ).
l Preliminaries* Let M(X, μ) denote the set of all extended real valued measurable functions defined on a finite measure space (X,Λ,μ).
Two functions feM(X,μ)
and geM(X',μ') 9 where μ'{X') -μ(X)f are said to be equimeasurable (written f ~ g) whenever
for all real t. If f~ g, it follows from (1.1) that It is a direct consequence of (1.2) that 
/ -ty £ J (g -t)
+ for all te R and f < g whenever / -< g and I / = I g .
In the sequel, expressions of the form f < g (respectively are called strong (respectively weak) spectral inequalities. , x' n ) respectively denote the decreasing and increasing rearrangements of x.
Proof. Since (α*) + = (α + )*, (&') + = (6 + )', by (1.3), and since (r Λ s) + -r + A s + for all r, se R, we need only prove the lemma for α, ^ 0 and δ, ^ 0, i = 1, 2, ..., w.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that b t = V i9 i = 1, 2, . , n. In this case, if 1 ^ i < j ^ n and α< < α^ , then it is easily seen that α, Λ b 3 -+ a β A b t ^ α € Λ b t + % Λ δ^ . Thus, for each pair of integers i, j such that 1 ^ i < j ^ n, if α< < %, the right-hand sum of the asserted inequality is never increased on interchanging a t and a ό . We, therefore, conclude that the left-hand sum of (2.1) is the smallest possible value attainable by the right-hand sum as α ranges through all its rearrangements.
In the sequel, we denote the Lebesque measure on R by m. 
Let Φ:R->R be any increasing and continuous function, then ΦiβfAQ < Φ(fΛg) < Φ(δfΛδ g ). If Φ is strictly increasing and convex such that Φ(δ f A δ g ) e L\[O, a], m) (respectively Φ(f Ag)e L ι (X, μ)), then Φ(f A g) < Φ (δ f A δ g ) (respectively Φ(δ f A c g ) < Φ(f A g)) if and only if f A g
Proof. The spectral inequality δ f A t g <fA g follows immediately from the preceding lemma since, on substituting f -t, g -t (where teR)
for /, g respectively in (2.2), we have
JX
The spectral inequality / Λ g -*< δ f A δ g is obvious since δ fAg <; δ/ A δ g by the monotonicity of the decreasing rearrangement operator 
